
SOFA AND SECTIONALS



ADJUSTABLE BACK
Copenhagen is outfitted 
with a  ratchet headrest 
mechanism that enhances 
to comfort and adds a 
playful visual appearance. 

Update Your Style. 
Freshen your family focal point or favorite nap spot with a sofa you 

will love and style that lasts.



new

Scandinavian look. 
The sofa is usually the focal point in the living room. 
Copenhagen and Skagen with its crisp, clean looks 

can float anywhere. 

Copenhagen

Skagen

SKAGEN comes with wood 
legs and a soft edge arm.

COPENHAGEN comes with 
black steel legs and a track 
arm.
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The inside beauty. 
Copenhagen and Skagen are made with hard wood frame, and high-density foam. 

Copenhagen comes with steel legs and Skagen with wood legs.
To top it all the suspension is supported with both zigzag springs and pocket springs.
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Dimension may vary with +/- 2 cm / 1 inch

TABLES
Our tables are made with HPL (High Pressure Laminated), known for its durability and 
resistance to scratches, stains, and heat. Available with black and white table tops and 
solid wood legs in one of our six wood colors. 

We offer different sizes, shapes, and heights. Great choices for those looking for 
durable and low maintenance tables that can withstand daily use and look great for 
years to come.

H2 NORWAY AS 
Breivika Industriveg 63
N-6018 Ålesund 
Norway

Round table 
4 different sizes: Ø45/17,7  Ø55/21,6  Ø65/25,6 and Ø80/31,5
3 different heights H42/16,5  H47/18,5 and H52/20,5

Triangle table 
2 different sizes: TT50/19,7 and TT60/23,6
3 different heights H42/16,5  H47/18,5 and H52/20,5

Round table in small and
medium sizes 

Round table in large and 
extra large size.

Triangle table in medium and 
large size.


